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Inside reading 2 unit 2 answer key

Dang_NguyenInside ReadingLevel 2Unit 1© Oxford University Press. All rights reserved.1Unit 1:Going UndergroundReading Skill: Overview and PredictionApplyp. 2Answers will vary. Possible answers:Word or phrasePredictionAccurate?2. map of AustraliaShows that Coober Pedy is a place inAustralia.3. The miners are arriving People
have found something to dig out of the ground.4. photographs of excavated homesA excavated a house dug into a hill.5. Home is where the land is. This will describe the underground houses. Reading Understand. 51.T2. The F3. F4, F4. T5, T5. T6, T6. F7, F7. F8, F8. T9, T9. T10, T10. FVocabulary Activities Step I: Word LevelAp.
52.houses3.careful4.creations5.well-knownVocabulary Activities Step I: Word LevelBp. 62. Unpleasant heat and dryness regardless, people like to live inCoober Pedy.3.Regardless of the difficulties in building excavated, more and more miners want tosate homes.4.The system of roads to the hills is in developmentbeauti of people
struggling to build underground houses there.5. Tourism is booming in Coober Pedy,hence the many shops, cafes, andmotels.6.Regardless of the signs telling them to be careful, tourists sometimes haveaccidents in Coober Pedy.7.Their diverse backgrounds are folding, the people of Coober Pedy are doing very well altogether.
Activity vocabulary Step II: LevelCp clause. 7Answers will vary. Possible answers:2.Sometimes the rough behavior of miners is predictable.3.The weather service would anticipate a hot, dry weather.4.My prediction is that it will use a drill, bulldozer and dynamite.5.The projected expansion of the road system would probably not come.
Academia.edu cookies to personalize content, personalize ads, and improve your user experience. Using our website, agree to our collection of information using cookies. To learn more, check out our Privacy Policy.× Startseite Oxford Teachers' Club EAP Inside Reading 2nd edition Teaching Resources Learning Resources Table of
contents for each student book for your reference. A short reading guide from within, the second edition provides a short walk through each Student Book, highlighting the features and benefits of using Inner Reading in the classroom. Sample audio recording. We provide audio for each reading text. The files are available to students and
teachers online as mp3 files on www.oup.com/elt/student/insidereading. Authentic videos for selected units are available to students and teachers online www.oup.com/elt/student/insidereading. Videos involve students in a topic and activate prior knowledge. The great video transcripts below provide support for understanding. Introduction
to Inside Reading. It provides you with one sample unit for each level of student books in internal reading. Each sample unit contains high-interest texts and explicit instructions on reading skills. Based on a corpus of 3.3 million words, the Academic Word List (AWL) is the most principled and accepted list of academic words. Twitter
Facebook OUP ELT Global Blog Stay up to date with news, information, articles, videos, and tools to support English teaching. Learn more magazine or magazine, esp. one published for a special group, learned society or profession Thank you for participating! Participation!
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